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Ask Appraiser Panel  

Lunch & Learn For Realtors 

“Are home values – Irish Luck?” 
• Welcome & Introduction of Dolan Mortgage Group, Lending in All 50 States with a local 

feel. (Oh, and we are hiring LO’s in all 50 too, if you know anyone!) 
• Are Home Values – Irish Luck?  Of course not, meet the panel of professional appraisers 

from XXX Appraisal Group. 
• As we all know, we are in a seller’s market with low inventory, sky rocketing rent costs, 

one of the top markets for out of state relocations, and home prices quickly escalating.  I 
want to talk about how you, the appraisers have to adjust to this FAST-changing 
marketplace for home values. 

Let’s just start with a softball: 

*Does square foot determine value?  

 

WHAT ARE THE COMPS TODAY?  HOW ARE YOU DETERMIING WHAT TO USE? 

*How current does a comp need to be to be considered for evaluation?  And are you adjusting 
by a % if comps are considered to be older sales. 

*Radius of distance for comps to be considered? 

*Are you looking at pending sales in the area or only sold listings? 

*Will you use private sales from county records or only home pulled from MLS listings? 

 

*What if no homes have sold in that subdivision or area recently? 

*Will you use a house in a planned neighborhood as a comparison for a home not in a 
development? 
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*Waterfront comparisons.    

 -What is the value of dockable property vs undockable on the water? 

 -Distance to the water ways for ease of boating from the location 

*Location adjustments  

 -Corner Lot – premiums for size/location of the lot/view 

 -Quiet Street or Cul-de-sac 

 -Distance to amenities within the neighborhood (clubhouse, pool, bus stop) 

 

*Unique properties / Custom homes in rural areas where there is nothing comparable within a 
short distance? 

 

*Tear downs and new builds – How do they affect the evaluation? Are the older homes being 
compared against the new rebuilds? 

 

*How do you handle lot size to increase value of the home if a home has a larger yard or lot 
size? 

UPGRADES AND WHAT’S IN THE HOME 

*As we know, construction costs are increasing as well making home improvements more 
expensive.  For example, a pool used to be approximately $50,000 and today can be double if 
not more.   Is the value of that asset for a home increasing accordingly? 

*Kitchen and bathroom renovations inside the home?  Outdoor Kitchens? 

Do you compare the style of the pool, materials used, and quality of work done from one 
house to the next? 

*Do you check that renovations are permitted?  Does the quality of the renovation matter?  
DIY vs professionally done 

*Are you looking at the upgrades within the home against the compatibles in the area for 
current trends?  Granite vs. Cortez, light & neutral colors, tile style 
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*Are there upgrades that really improve the evaluation?   

 -ceiling heights 

 -Roof type/age 

 -hurricane windows 

 -shutter type 

 -generators 

 -Crown molding 

 -current desired paint colors 

-Plantation shutters 

-Professional Closet Organizers 

-Cabinet quality – soft close drawers, height of cabinets, finish work 

-Concrete vs paver driveway 

 

*Garages – 2 car vs 3 car?  Car port only?  Garage conversions into living space 

*Do garage conversions to living space add livable square footage? 

*Garage apartments – does that square footage add to the homes overall square footage? 

 

*Laundry rooms – in garage vs. inside the home 

 

*Major Factors that will decrease value? 

 -Age of roof, AC, appliances? 

 -Maintenance of the property 

 -Wear and tear of the property amenities (pool, ect) 

 

*Free standing Hot Tubs that are left behind, add value? 

 

*Does landscaping and the curb appeal of the home add value? 
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*Impact of utilities / power lines on the property? 

 

*Impact of the overall view –  

 -View of the smokestacks 

 -Sunset view 

 

*How large does a closet need to be for it to be considered a bedroom? 

*More and more homes do not have a bathtub, only need a shower to be considered a full 
bath?  What if large vanity but no shower? 

*Outdoor living space – How much does it really add to the home value? 

 -patio size 

 -caged vs open 

 -size of pool 

 -hot tub 

 -outdoor kitchens 

 -fire pit areas 

 -paved walkways along the side of the home 

*If an addition is done to a home, and the entrance is separate from the regular living space, 
can that be considered in the square footage of the home? 

 

FINALIZING VALUE 
*Will the evaluation change pending the loan the borrower is applying for?  VA, FHA or 
conventional loans? 

 

*Will the evaluation change pending the loan the borrower is applying for?  VA, FHA or 
conventional loans? 

*How is it that an appraisal can come back $500-$1000 from the selling price?  
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*With 3 appraisers, we could get 3 different values because it is subjective to opinion.  What 
are compelling factors could really move the needle for a dispute to be valid? 

 

*How do you handle appraisal disputes? 

-what items will you relook at if there is a dispute?  Will you look at actual costs of upgrades if 
seller provides receipts? 

-How long after can a dispute happen? 

 

*What if the market demand can support the price but recent comps cannot? 

 Do you factor in Escalating clauses & multiple offers that support demand  

 

*Long closings – Can the evaluation be relooked at prior to closing if the market is quickly 
increasing and the home may be more valuable closer to closing time? 

 

*How do you feel about agents providing you with comparable to consider and notes on the 
home?  Valuable for you or waste of their time? 

 

Questions from the local realtors 

 

Thank you for coming and close with ASK FOR THEIR BUSINESS to help their clients to a fast 
and smooth closing process. 
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